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§1. Overview 

This is a concise reference to Nuuchahnulth grammar, intended for quick reference. It 
describes the language, but does not explain or teach, leaving that to the accompanying 
lessons. It is necessarily technical, but uses practical terms as much as possible. For 
more detailed grammatical information, see Nootka Texts, Rose 1981, the Quuquuʔaca 
textbook, Nakayama 2001, and Davidson 2002 (§24). 

The abbreviations B, C, N, Q are used for the four main Nuuchahnulth dialect groups. 

(1) abbreviation dialect group1 tribes 

 Q, QC Kyuquot-Checleseht Ḵa:’yu:’k’t’h’-Che:ḵ’tles7et’h’ 
 

N Northern 
Mowachaht-Muchalaht, Nuchatlaht, 
Ehattesaht-Chinehkint 

 C Central Tlaoquiaht, Ahousaht, Hesquiaht 
 B Barkley Sound Huuayaht, Hupacasath, Tseshaht, 

Uchucklesaht, Toquaht, Ucluelet 

                                                 
* (CC BY) Adam Werle (see creativecommons.org). Quuquuatsa Language Society ms. 
1 These dialect names are chosen partly because they correspond roughly to the existing political regions 
used by Nuuchahnulth Tribal Council, namely the Southern Region (Ditidaht, Huuayaht, Hupacasath, 
Tseshaht, and Uchucklesaht), Central Region (Toquaht, Ucluelet, Tlaoquiaht, Ahousaht, and Hesquiaht), 
and Northern Region (Mowachat-Muchalaht, Nuchatlaht, Ehattesaht-Chinehkint, and Ḵa:’yu:’k’t’h’-
Che:ḵ’tles7et’h’). See nuuchahnulth.org. 
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Within the Northern dialect, it is sometimes useful to distinguish Mowachaht-
Muchalaht (MM) from Ehattesaht-Nuchatlaht (EN). Within Barkley, it is sometimes 
useful to distinguish Inner Barkley (IB) from Ucluelet-Toquaht (YT). 

Data that pertain to particular dialects are indicated with an abbreviation (B, C, N, Q), 
or with a following star (*). For example, ča̓pac*, ča̓pic* ‘canoe’. Data from several 
dialects are listed vertically from north to south, or horizontally from south to north. 

§2. Alphabet 

Alphabetical order is used to organize lists. This table gives every letter in alphabetical 
order, with its equivalent in the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA). 

(2) Nuuchahnulth alphabetical order, with IPA equivalents2 

 Nuuchahnulth a aa c c ̓ č c ̌ ̓ e ee h ḥ i ii k kʷ k ̓ k̫̓  ł ƛ ƛ̓ 

 IPA ʌ aː t͡s t’s͜ t͡ʃ t’ʃ͜ ɛ ɛː h ħ ɪ iː k kʷ k’ k’ʷ ɬ t͡ɬ t’ɬ͜ 
 
 m m̓ n n̓ o oo p p̓ q qʷ s š t t ̓ u uu w w̓ x xʷ x ̣ x̣̫  y y ̓ ʔ ʕ 

 m ˀm n ˀn ɔ ɔː p p’ q qʷ s ʃ t t’ ʊ uː w ˀw x xʷ χ χʷ j ˀj ʔ ʕ 

‣ Vowel length is ignored in alphabetization. 
‣ The first words in an alphabetized list begin with /c/, because Nuuchahnulth words 

never begin with vowels. Words like ʔink, ʔaasiiqsu, ʔuusimč begin with /ʔ/. 
‣ The IPA equivalents above are the main pronunciation of each letter. Some letters, 

especially vowels, have other pronunciations as well (§3). 

§3. Vowels 

Although each Nuuchahnulth vowel is always written with a particular letter, its 
pronunciation can be different in different contexts. While the long vowels are usually 
pronounced tense (closer to the edges of the vowel space), the short vowels can be 
either tense or lax (closer to the centre of the vowel space). Therefore, while short and 
long vowels differ in quantity, they do not consistently differ in quality. 

                                                 
2 This alphabetical order is determined according to the following principles. 1. Letters that are shared 
with English appear in the same order as in English. 2. The el-like sounds (ł ƛ ƛ̓) appear in the same 
order as English el (l). 3. Letters with diacritics follow their plain counterparts. 4. The orders k kʷ k,̓ and 
ł ƛ ƛ̓, and ʔ ʕ follow a similar principle, the latter sounds in each case being less plain, both in terms of 
phonetic complexity, and by being sometimes morpho-phonologically derived. 
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(3) The vowel space  (4)  Vowel qualities 

 

 

  vowel quality  vowel quality 

/a/ ʌ ~ a  /aa/ aː 
/e/ ɛ ~ e  /ee/ ɛː ~ eː 
/i/ ɪ ~ i  /ii/ iː 
/o/ ɔ ~ o  /oo/ ɔː ~ oː 
/u/ ʊ ~ u  /uu/ uː 

 

The relative places of vowels explain some of their behaviour. The most common 
vowels in Nuuchahnulth are the corner vowels /a aa i ii u uu/. 

(5) Vowels by place 

  front central back 
 

high 

mid 

low  
 

In some dialects, the corner vowels /a aa i ii u uu/ can shift, fuse together, or 
assimilate to each other, becoming the mid vowels /e ee o oo/. This happens most in 
the Barkley dialect, and very little in northern dialects. 

‣ /a/ plus /i/ becomes /e/ or /i/ 
‣ /a/ plus /u/ becomes /o/ or /u/ 
‣ /i/ plus /u/ becomes /u/ 

Two sources of mid vowels are umlaut (§20) and direct address forms (§). 

§4. Consonants 

This table organizes the consonants according to their place and manner. 
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(6) Consonants by place and manner 

   lips tongue tip tongue back throat 

 plain plosives  p t ƛ c č k kʷ q qʷ   
 hard plosives  p̓ t ̓ ƛ̓ c ̓ c ̌ ̓ k ̓ k̫̓    ʕ ʔ 
 spirants    ł s š x xʷ x ̣ x̣̫  ḥ h 
 plain resonants  m n   y  w     
 hard resonants  m̓ n̓   y ̓  w̓     

This phonetic arrangement of the alphabet clarifies some sound patterns. 

‣ Only tongue back sounds can be rounded (Cʷ). 
‣ Plosives and resonants can be plain (C) or hard (C)̓. Spirants are only plain. 
‣ There are no hard /q̓ q̓ʷ/, so /q qʷ/ harden to /ʕ/ (§17). 
‣ The back consonants /q qʷ x ̣x̣̫  ʕ ḥ/ deform the high vowels /i ii u uu/. 
‣ Consonants at the centres of large consonant clusters include only plain plosives /p 

t ƛ c č k q/ and spirants /ł s š x x ̣ḥ/—that is, no resonants or hard sounds. An 
exception is Q clusters of two resonants, as in hišimył ‘gather indoors’. 

This diagram shows where in the vocal tract several consonants are made. 

(7) Consonant places 

 

 

§5. Syllables 

Syllables are units of rhythm smaller than words. When speaking to a beat, it is natural 
to match each syllable to one beat. Nuuchahnulth syllables always start with exactly 
one consonant, followed by one vowel. They can end in any number of consonants. 

(8) Examples of syllabification 

 ci/ci/qi* language  wi/ka̓ḥs empty vessel 
 ʕaa/ʕaa/ti/qa* thanking  ʔučq/šiƛ become foggy 
 pu/ʕał/ʔa/tu* sleepy  ʕapłc/kʷii fish jerky 
 huks/či/ʔaƛ* start counting  ca/qiicq/ʔičḥ twenty years 
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‣ In this reference, the slash (/) is used to divide syllables. 
‣ Syllables are units of rhythm, not of meaning. They do not necessarily correspond to 

the meaningful parts of a word. Compare ca/qiicq/ʔičḥ versus caqiic–qʔičḥ. 

§6. Sentence structure 

A sentence in Nuuchahnulth can be a lone interjection (ex. čuu, čukʷaa, ʔiihaa), or a 
clause. A clause contains at least a predicate. A clause can also contain mood and 
person endings, participants, and modifiers. 

(9) Sentence structure 

  sentence   
  clause   
 predicate mood participants 

 event, description, relation =mood=person (subject) (object) 

The subject is the most important participant in a clause. Objects are less important 
participants. The person of the subject is marked on mood endings (§10). 

There is a preference in Nuuchahnulth for certain kinds of participants to be the 
subject, with some preferred more than others. 

(10) Participant types ranked according to their preferredness as subjects 

 I, you > possessor > topic > non-topic 

‣ Any full word can serve either as a predicate or as a participant. Full words include 
verbs, nouns, adjectives, relations, pronouns (§11), and pointers (§12). 

‣ A sentence can contain from one to any number of clauses, because clauses can be 
embedded inside other clauses as participants and modifiers. 
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§7. Word structure 

The core of a word is a root. The root can be augmented by prefixes, infixes, suffixes, and clitics, which occur in a fixed 
order. There are many suffixes and clitics, but few infixes. The only prefixes involve reduplication (doubling) of the root. 

There are two main kinds of endings, namely suffixes and clitics. Suffixes appear before any clitics, and are more tightly 
bound to their stem. Clitics follow suffixes, and are less tightly bound to their stem. When appropriate, suffixes and 
clitics can be distinguished in writing by the symbols – and =, respectively. 

The following chart shows the main parts of the word and their relative order, with examples. 

(11) Word structure 

 word 
 prefixes 

root 
suffixes clitics 

 reduplication early aspect late early past mood person late 

 plural  –ca –ak, –uk LS–sa =ʔis =(m)it* =ʔiˑš* =s =ʔał 
 repetitive  –mis –(y)aˑ –maʕqƛ* =ʔaqƛ* =mit* =maˑ* =ḥ* =ƛaʔ* 
 off–and–on  –naˑk –iƛ, –uƛ –maḥsa* =ʔaːqƛ* =mt* =ḥaˑ* =c =ƛaˑ* 
   –!iˑc* –(y)a –matk* =!ap =int* =ḥ* =k =ʔinł* 
   –!iˑs* –š, –ł, –ḥ –matak* =!aƛ =nit* =!iˑ =n =ʔaˑł* 
   –yi̓k*  –w̓its̓* =!at  =ʔiˑtq* =suː =ʔaːł* 
   –ya̓k*  –w̓ita̓s* =ʔak  =ʔiˑq* =č =ʔaːła* 
   L–čił   =uk  =quː*   
   R‑wa     =quˑ*   
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§8. Aspect 

Aspect refers to the shape of an event in time, or how it relates to other events. There 
are at least five, and perhaps up to seven, aspects in Nuuchahnulth. 

(12) Aspect categories 

 practical name technical name forms meaning 

 
complete 

momentaneous –(C)iƛ, –uƛ do once, start doing 
 inceptive –°ačiƛ, –iičiƛ become, start doing 
 

continuous 
durative –(ʔ)ak, –(ʔ)uk, –ḥiˑ static events 

 continuative –(y)aˑ dynamic events 
 ongoing graduative LS in the middle of doing 
 repetitive repetitive RL–(ƛ)–L–(y)a do at regular intervals 
 off-and-on iterative R–š, –ł, –ḥ do at irregular intervals 

‣ Abbreviations. C consonant, V vowel. Regarding L, S, R, see stem templates (§18). 
‣ When complete aspect is expressed by an aspect suffix, it always ends in /ƛ/, such 

as –čiƛ, –šiƛ, –kʷiƛ, –uƛ. This /ƛ/ disappears under hardening (§17). 
‣ Some analyses separate the momentaneous and inceptive aspects, but for most 

purposes they can be assumed to be one aspect, namely, complete. Similarly, some 
separate the durative and continuative, but both are treated here as continuous. 

‣ In the repetitive aspect, the infixed consonants –ƛ–, –y– occur only with CV roots. 

§9. Tense 

Past and future tenses are expressed by endings. The future endings –w̓ita̓s*, –w̓its̓* 
‘going to’ and =ʔaqƛ*, =ʔaːqƛ* ‘will’ have different meanings. While =ʔaqƛ* refers to 
a future event, –w̓ita̓s* conveys an intention or expectation that something will happen. 

Special future endings appear in ʔam̓iiƛik* ‘tomorrow’, tuupšiik* ‘future evening’. 

The past tense clitic =mit takes several different forms, depending on the shape of its 
stem, on what other endings precede and follow it, and on dialect. The following 
patterns do not correspond exactly to village boundaries, but Central 1 (C1) is more 
characteristic of Ahousaht, and Central 2 (C2) of Tlaoquiaht and Hesquiaht. 
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(13) Past tense forms 

 after…  Barkley  C1  C2  MM  EN  Q 

 CV stem  =mit  =mit  =mit  =mi(t)  =mi(t)  =nit 
 long V /m n/  =mit  =mit  =mit  =mi(t)  =mi(t)  =nt 
 

short V  =imt  =mit  =mit  =mi(t)  
=mi(t) 
=um(t)  =int 

 other C  =it  =it  =mit  =mi(t)  =in(t)  =int 
 =!ap  =!amit  =!amit  =mit  =mi(t)  =in(t)  =int 
 =!at  =!aːnit  =!anit  =mit  =mi(t)  =in(t)  =int 

‣ EN, Q stand apart in having /n/ in some forms of the past (=int, =nit, =nt). 
‣ In Q, the past undergoes further changes in combination with following question 

(=ḥ), definite (=ʔiˑtq), and possible (=quː) mood endings (§). 
‣ MM, EN lose the /t/ of the past before the reduced question endings =k, =ḥ, and 

before /q/-initial mood endings (=quˑ, =qs, =qin). 
‣ Some B, C dialects stand apart in that the past sometimes takes the form =it. In 

some dialects, =mit combines with a preceding =!ap or =!at. 

(14) Examples of past tense forms 

 stem  MM  EN  Q   

 waa  waamit  waamit  waanit  said 
 ʔam̓ii  ʔam̓iimit  ʔam̓iimit  ʔam̓iint  yesterday 
 saasin  saasinmit  saasinmit  saasinnt  dead hummingbird 
 ciiqciiqa  ciiqciiqamit  ciiqciiqumt  ciiqciiqint  spoke 
 wiikapuƛ  wiikapuƛmit  wiikapuƛint  wiikapƛint  passed away 
 hił=!ap  hiłʔapmit  hiłʔapint  hiłʔapint  hosted at 
 waa=!at  waaʔatmit  waaʔatint  waaʔatint  was told 
 
 stem  Barkley  Central 1  Central 2   

 waa  waamit  waamit  waamit  said 
 ʔam̓ii  ʔam̓iimit  ʔam̓iimit  ʔam̓iimit  yesterday 
 saasin  saasinmit  saasinmit  saasinmit  dead hummingbird 
 ciiqciiqa  ciiqciiqimt  ciiqciiqamit  ciiqciiqamit  spoke 
 wiikapuƛ  wiikapuƛit  wiikapuƛit  wiikapuƛmit  passed away 
 hił=!ap  hiłʔamit  hiłʔamit  hiłʔapmit  hosted at 
 waa=!at  waaʔaanit  waaʔanit  waaʔatmit  was told 

Future and past endings are ordered differently. Some early clitics follow the future 
endings –w̓ita̓s, –w̓its̓, =ʔaqƛ, =ʔaːqƛ, but precede past =mit (§7). 
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§10. Mood 

Mood is a fundamental category in the clause, expressed by clitics (§6, §7). Its function 
is to indicate the purpose, source, and truth of the information in the clause. Following 
is a complete or near-complete list of Nuuchahnulth moods. 

(15) Moods3 

 practical name  technical name  form 

 neutral  absolutive  =∅ 
 real  indicative  =maˑ* 
 strong  assertive  =ʔiˑš* 
 weak  indefinite relative  =(y)iː, =(y)iˑ 
 definite  definite relative  =ʔiˑtq, =ʔiˑq 
 embedded  subordinate  =qaˑ* 
 unknown  dubitative relative  =(w)uːsi* 
 possible  conditional  =quː, =quˑ 
 hearsay  quotative  =waˑʔiš, =weˑʔin 
 guessing  inferential  =ča̓ˑʕaš 
 maybe  dubitative  =qaˑc ̌a̓ 
 purposive  purposive  =!eeʔit(a), =!aːḥi 
 question  interrogative  =ḥaˑ, =ḥ 
 command  imperative  =!iˑ 
 future command  future imperative  =!im, =!um 
 ‘go’ command  ‘go’ imperative  =čiˑ 
 ‘come’ command  ‘come’ imperative  =!iˑk 
 article  article  =ʔiˑ 
 hearsay article  quotative article  =ča̓ˑ 

The moods can be divided roughly into those that mark the main clause of a sentence, 
and those that mark embedded clauses and participant phrases. 

Sentence moods indicate the purpose of the sentence, and the source of its information. 

                                                 
3 Most technical names for moods are from Sapir 1924, Swadesh and Swadesh 1933, and Sapir and 
Swadesh 1939. The “assertive” is from Davidson 2002. 
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(16) Importance sentence moods 

 mood  form  meaning 

 neutral  =∅  The speaker makes no claim. 
 real  =maˑ*  The sentence is a true statement. 
 strong  =ʔiˑš*  The sentence is a true statement. 
 hearsay  =waˑʔiš*  The sentence is reported information. 
 question  =ḥaˑ*  The sentence is a question. 
 command  =!iˑ  The sentence is a command. 

Embedded moods indicate the source and accuracy of information. 

(17) Important embedded moods 

 mood  form  meaning 

 weak  =(y)iː*  The speaker makes no claim. 
 definite  =ʔiˑtq*  The participant is a particular one. 
 article  =ʔiˑ  The participant is a particular one. 
 hearsay article  =ča̓ˑ  The participant is reported information. 
 embedded  =qaˑ*  The information explains the main claim. 
 possible  =quː*  The information is possibly or sometimes true. 
 unknown  =(w)uːsi*  The information is unknown. 

All moods (except the articles =ʔiˑ, =ča̓ˑ) take person endings that indicate the subject 
of the clause. The whole mood-plus-person unit is commonly called a mood ending. 

The following tables lay out the forms of some of the most important mood endings 
across dialects. Endings are listed according to the order I, you, he/she/it, we, you all, 
they. The =ʔał of the ‘they’ endings is optional. 

 Real mood Strong mood 

(18) B (19) C (20) N (21) Q 

 =(m)aˑḥ  =siˑš, =s  =siˑš, =s  =siˑš, =s 
 =(m)eˑʔic  =ʔiˑck  =ʔiˑc  =ʔiˑc 
 =maˑ  =ʔiˑš  =ʔiˑš  =ʔiˑš 
 =(m)in  =niˑš  =niˑš  =niˑš 
 =(m)eˑʔicuː  =ʔiˑcuːš  =ʔiˑcuːš  =ʔiˑcuːš 
 =maˑʔał  =ʔiˑšʔał  =ʔiˑšʔał  =ʔiˑtaʔłš 
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 Question mood 

(22) B (23) C (24) N (25) Q 

 =ḥaˑs  =ḥs  =ḥs  =ḥaˑs 
 =ḥaˑk  =k  =k  =ḥaˑk, =k 
 =ḥaˑ  =ḥ  =ḥ  =ḥaˑ 
 =ḥin  =ḥin  =ḥin  =ḥin 
 =ḥaˑsuː  =ḥsuː  =ḥsuː  =ḥaˑsuː 
 =ḥaˑʔał  =ḥʔał  =ḥʔał  =ḥaˑʔł 

 Weak mood 

(26) B (27) C (28) EN* (29) Q 

 =(y)iːs  =(y)iːs  =(y)iˑs  =(y)iːs 
 =(y)iːk  =(y)iːk  =(y)iˑk  =(y)iːk 
 =(y)iː  =(y)iː  =(y)iˑ  =(y)iː 
 =(y)in  =(y)in  =(y)in  =(y)in 
 =(y)iːsuː  =(y)iːsuː  =(y)iˑsuː  =(y)iːsuː 
 =(y)iːʔał  =(y)iːʔał  =(y)iˑʔał  =(y)eːł 

 Definite mood 

(30) B (31) C (32) N (33) Q 

 =qaˑs  =qs  =qs  =qaˑs 
 =ʔiˑtqak  =ʔiˑtk  =ʔiˑk  =ʔiˑtk 
 =ʔiˑtq  =ʔiˑtq  =ʔiˑq  =ʔiˑtq 
 =qin  =qin  =qin  =qin 
 =ʔiˑtqsuː  =ʔiˑtqsuː  =ʔiˑqsuː  =ʔiˑtqsuː 
 =ʔiˑtqʔał  =ʔiˑtqʔał  =ʔiˑqʔał  =ʔiˑtqaʔł 

 Possible mood 

(34) B (35) C (36) EN* (37) Q 

 =quːs  =quːs  =quˑs  =quːs 
 =quːk  =quːk  =quˑk  =quːk 
 =quː  =quː  =quˑ  =quː 
 =qun  =qun  =qun  =qun 
 =quːsuː  =quːsuː  =quˑsuː  =quːsuː 
 =quːʔał  =quːʔał  =quˑʔał  =qoːł 
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 Hearsay mood 

(38) B (39) C (40) N (41) Q 

 =weˑʔisi  =waˑʔic ̌a̓s  =waˑʔis  =waˑʔsš 
 =weˑʔincuk  =waˑʔick  =waˑʔic  =waˑʔc 
 =weˑʔin  =waˑʔiš  =waˑʔiš  =waˑʔš 
 =weˑʔinni  =waˑʔičin  =waˑniš  =waˑʔinš 
 =weˑʔincuː  =waˑʔicuːš  =waˑʔicuːš  =waˑʔcuːš 
 =weˑʔinʔał  =waˑʔišʔał  =waˑʔišʔał  =waˑʔtaʔłš 

 Neutral mood* Unknown mood* 

(42) B (43) C (44) B (45) C 

 =siˑ  =saˑ  =(w)uːsis  =(w)uːsis 
 =suˑk  =suːk  =(w)uːsik  =(w)uːsik 
 =∅  =∅  =(w)uːsi  =(w)uːsi 
 =niˑ  =naˑ  =(w)uːsin  =(w)uːsin 
 =suː  =suː  =(w)uːsisuː  =(w)uːsisuː 
 =ʔał  =ʔał  =(w)uːsiʔał  =(w)uːsiʔał 

‣ Where B, C use neutral =∅ and unknown =(w)uːsi, N, Q use weak =(y)iː*. 
‣ The strong endings =siˑš, =s vary freely in C, N, but follow the weak long vowel 

pattern in Q. That is, in Q, =siˑš is used after short stems, and =s after long stems. 
The Q question endings =ḥaˑk, =k follow the same pattern. 

‣ The weak and possible mood endings with weak long vowels (=yiˑ*, =quˑ*) are 
characteristic only of EN. In MM, they have strong vowels, as in other dialects. 

The articles have only two person forms each, namely ‘he/she/it’ and ‘they’. 

 Article mood    Hearsay article mood 

(46) B, C, N (47) Q (48) B, C, N (49) Q 

 =ʔiˑ  =ʔiˑ  =ča̓ˑ  =ča̓ˑ 
 =ʔiˑʔał  =ʔał  =ča̓ˑʔał  =ča̓ʔł 

The command mood takes person endings for both subject and object. Subjects include 
‘you’, ‘you all’, ‘we’. Objects include ‘me’, ‘us’, ‘them’. Third-person-singular objects 
(‘him’, ‘her’, ‘it’) are not marked—that is, they are expressed as if there were no object. 
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(50) Command mood 

 subject  no object me us  them (B, C, N)  them (Q) 

 you  =!iˑ =!iˑs =!in  =!iˑʔał  =!aˑʔł 
 you all  =!iˑč =!iˑčas* =!iˑčin*  =!iˑčʔał  =!iˑčaʔł 
 we  =!in — —  =!inʔał  =!inł 

Not all combinations of subject and object are possible, for example =!iˑčas*, =!iˑčin*. 
Objects are also expressed by full pronouns (§11) and participant phrases. 

§11. Pronouns 

Pronouns are elements that stand in for and refer to participants. The subject, object, 
and possessive pronouns can serve as predicates. 

(51) Pronouns 

   root object subject possessive short ending 

 I  si– siičił siya̓aq siya̓as siya̓* =s, =ḥ* 
 you  sut– suutił suw̓aaq suw̓aas suw̓a* =k, =c 
 we (N, Q)  nuḥ– nuuḥił* nuuw̓aaq nuuw̓aas nuuw̓a* =n 
 we (B, C)  niḥ– niiḥił* niiw̓aaq niiw̓aas niiw̓a* =n 
 you all  siḥ– siiḥił siiw̓aaq siiw̓aas siiw̓a* =suː, =č 

Q does not use short pronouns at all. B, C can use short pronouns as objects, and B, C, 
N use short pronouns alone and as topics. For example, siy̓a* ‘as for me…’. 

Objects can be expressed by full participant phrases, by full object pronouns, by short 
pronouns (B, C), and by command mood endings. 

(52) phrase ʕatiqšiƛin yaqiisuu tu̓k̫̓ aaʔatḥ.* We thank you Toquahts. 
 object pronoun ʕatiqšiƛin siiḥił.* We thank you all. 
 short pronoun ʕatiqšiƛin siiw̓a.* We thank you all. 
 command ending łaakšiʔis hupii.* Please help me. 

§12. Pointers 

Pointers are words that point to what is being talked about, similarly to English this, 
that. Nuuchahnulth pointers distinguish four distances (here < by you < there < far), 
but do not distinguish entities, places, and times. For example, ʔaḥkuu means both ‘this’ 
and ‘here, this place’. ʔaḥʔaa means ‘that’ or ‘then, that time’, and so on. All pointers 
have full forms. Some have short forms too. 
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(53) Pointer roots and stems 

   Barkley  Central, Northern  Q 

 this  ʔaḥkuu ʔaḥ  ʔaḥkuu ʔaḥ  ʔaḥkuu ʔaḥ 

 this (dynamic)  — —  ḥiya̓ḥi ḥiya̓  
ḥiya̓ḥ(a)* 
ḥaya̓ḥ(a)* — 

 that (by you)  ʔaḥn̓ii —  ʔaḥn̓ii —  ʔaḥn̓ii — 
 that (topical)  ʔaḥʔaa —  ʔaḥʔaa —  ʔaḥʔaa — 

 that  yaał yaa  
ḥaaya̓ḥi* C, MM 
ḥaaʔaḥi* EN ḥaa  ḥaaʔaḥ(a) — 

 that (far)  yeeł yee  
ḥuuya̓ḥi* C, MM 
ḥuuʔaḥi* EN ḥuu  ḥuuʔaḥ(a) — 

‣ Q does not use short pointers, except for ʔaḥ. 
‣ ḥiy̓aḥi* points to something just appearing, or just entering the conversation. 
‣ Topical ʔaḥʔaa refers to something just mentioned. The form ʔaḥʔaaʔaƛ*, ʔaḥʔaaƛ* 

means ‘and, or, and then, also’. 

§13. Quantifiers 

Quantifiers are words that say how much or how many, such as all, many, some, none. 
Most Nuuchahnulth quantifiers are formed by adding a variety of suffixes to quantifier 
roots like hiš–, ʔaya, ʔuuš, wik. 

(54) Quantifier roots and stems 

   root  predicate  entities  times 

 all, every  hiš‑  hišuk  hišuk  taakšiƛ 
 many  ʔaya  ʔaya  ʔaya  ʔayap̓it*, ʔayap̓t* 
 some  ʔuuš  ʔuuš  ʔuušḥ  ʔuušyuuya*, ʔuušyuuy(a)* 
 no, none  wik  wiki̓it  wikstup  wiiya̓ 

‣ Quantified places (‘somewhere’, ‘nowhere’) are expressed with –saːcu, –saːc(a). 

§14. Indefinites 

Indefinites are descriptions that do not refer to a particular person or thing, but rather 
how something might be. For example, ‘who’, ‘whatever’, ‘where you live’, ‘how many’. 
Unlike English, Nuuchahnulth distinguishes question words from general indefinites. 
That is, there are two stems for ‘who’, two for ‘what’, and so on. 
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(55) Indefinite roots and stems 

   question indefinites  general indefinite 

 who, what  ʔač–, B, C ʔačaq, N, Q ʔačaaq  yaq, yaqʷ– 
 what  ʔaq–, B, C ʔaqaq, N, Q ʔaqaaq  qʷiq, qʷi– 
 how  ʔaaqin  qʷaa 
 do  B, C, N ʔaaqinʔap, Q ʔaaqinp  qʷaaʔap 
 do, happen  ʔaqis  qʷis 
 why  ʔaqisḥ, ʔaaqinqḥ (?)  qʷaa, qʷaaqḥin (?) 
 where  waas–, B, C, N waasi, Q waasa  hił 
 when  B, C, N waasqʷii, Q waasaqʷii  B, C, N qʷiyu, Q qʷiya 
 which  waayaq  waayaq 
 how much  ʔuna  qum̓aa 

The question and indefinite meaning ‘whose’ is formed by adding the possessive suffix 
–iic to the roots for ‘who’. That is, ʔačiic, yaqʷiic ~ yaqiic. 

The question words ʔačaq, ʔačaaq mean ‘who’, while ʔaqaq, ʔaqaaq mean ‘what’. 
However, the general indefinites yaqʷ–, qʷi– express a different distinction. While yaqʷ– 
refers to some particular entity, qʷi– usually refers to something nonspecific. 

§15. Plurals 

Nuuchahnulth forms plurals in several ways. The most common strategies are 
reduplication and the suffix –m̓inḥ. Plurals are formed also by vowel lengthening, with 
the suffixes –iiḥ, –aḥ, with the infixes –t–, –ay̓–, and by combinations of these. 

(56) Pluralization patterns and examples 

 process  singular  plural   

 reduplication  m̓aam̓iiqsu*  m̓aa–m̓aamiqsu*  older sibling 
 suffix –m̓inḥ  mamałn̓i*  mamałn̓i–m̓inḥ*  white person 
 suffix –iiḥ  čakup  čaakup–iiḥ*  man 
 infix –t–  ta̓n̓a  ta̓a–t–n̓a  child 
 infix –ay̓–  ʔuušḥyi̓ms*  ʔ–aay–̓uušḥyi̓ms*  friend, relative 

There is much variation in pluralization patterns. For example, quuʔasm̓inḥ* ~ 
quutquuʔas* ~ quqʷaas* ‘people’, nananiqsu* ~ natnaniqsu* ‘grandparents’. 

Nouns referring to human beings are usually pluralized when appropriate, but 
pluralization of non-human nouns is usually optional. Pluralization of adjectives and 
verbs is optional. A few adjectives and non-human nouns are regularly pluralized. 
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(57) Regularly pluralized non-human words 

   singular  plural 

 house, village, tribe  maʔas  maa–t–maas 
 mountain  nučii  nuuč–yuu 
 song  nuuk  nuuk–nuuk 
 big  ʔiiḥ  B ʔe–ʔiiḥ, C ʔa–ʔiiḥ 
 other  ƛaʔuu  ƛa–ƛuu 

Tribe names formed with –ʔatḥ are often not pluralized, even when plural. When they 
are pluralized, it is typically by reduplication, as in ʔii–ʔiiḥatisʔatḥ* ‘Ehattesahts’. 

§16. Possession 

Possession is indicated by several kinds of elements, including possessive pronouns 
(§11), the possessive clitic =ʔak, =uk, the passive clitic =!at, and the possessive suffix 
–iic. All of these can be used both in predicates and in participant phrases. 

Possessive pronouns (siy̓aas, suw̓aas) can be predicates. The clitics =ʔak, =uk, =!at 
convey that the subject possesses the participant described by the predicate. The suffix 
–iic expresses a relation of ownership or belonging between two participants. 

(58) Possession in predicates 

 possessive element  predicate example   

 possessive pronoun  niiw̓aasniš nism̓a.*  It’s our land. 
 possessive clitic  maḥti̓iʔakniš ʔaḥkuu.*  This is our house. 
 passive clitic  qasiiʔats ʔaḥkuu.*  These are my eyes. 
 possessive suffix  ʔukʷiicniš ciciqi.*  It’s our own language. 

The passive =!at is used to express possession only of body parts, while the possessive 
clitic =ʔak, =uk is used for everything else, including blood relatives. 

Possessed participant phrases are formed with the definite and article moods. 

(59) Possession in participant phrases 

 possessive element  participant example   

 possessive pronoun  siiw̓aasʔi nism̓a*  your land 
 possessive clitic  maḥti̓iʔakqin*  our house 
 passive clitic  qasiiʔatʔi*  his eyes 
 possessive suffix  ʔukʷiic ʕimtii*  one’s own name 

‣ The possessive suffix –iːc is used in combination with ʔu– as ʔuuc ‘own, belong to’. 
‣ The possessive clitic =uk is used in combination with ʔuḥ as ʔuḥuk ‘one’s is’. 
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‣ The possessive clitic has two forms. The form =ʔak is used after vowels and /m n/, 
and =uk after consonants. The form =ʔak often contracts with a short vowel, 
yielding a long vowel in a second syllable (ex. ta̓n̓a, ta̓n̓aak), or a short vowel in a 
later syllable (ex. n̓uw̓iiqsu*, n̓uw̓iiqsak*). 

§17. Mutations 

A mutation is a pattern where one sound changes into another. Some endings mutate 
the last sound of their stem. There are two kinds of mutation, hardening and softening. 
Generally, hardening makes consonants glottalized, while softening turns them into 
resonants. Both mutations are often realized as /ʔ/. 

There are mutating suffixes and mutating clitics. In Nuuchahnulth, mutating suffixes 
can be hardening (–!) or softening (–°), but mutating clitics are only hardening (=!). 

(60) Notation for hardening and softening mutations 

   suffix clitic   notations used in other works 

 hardening  –! =!   ’–  ’—  –ʔ –’  =’ 
 softening  –° =°   ‘–  ,–  –ʔh –‘   

This table summarizes the effects of suffix softening (–°), suffix hardening (–!), and 
clitic hardening (=!) on the last sound of a stem. 

(61) Nuuchahnulth mutations 

 stem-final sound becomes –°  –!  =! 

 p ƛ t c č k kʷ  no change  p̓ ƛ̓ t ̓c ̓c ̌ ̓k ̓k̫̓   p̓ ƛ̓ t ̓c ̓c ̌ ̓k ̓k̫̓  
 q qʷ  no change  ʕ  ʕ 
 m n y w  no change  m̓ n̓ y ̓w̓  m̓ n̓ y ̓w̓ 
 ł s š → y  y ̓  łʔ sʔ šʔ 
 ł xʷ x ̣x̣̫  ḥ  w  w̓  łʔ xʷʔ xʔ̣ x̣̫ ʔ ḥʔ 
 x ̣ḥ  no change  xʔ̣ ḥʔ  xʔ̣ ḥʔ 
 V  Vʔ  Vʔ  Vʔ 

‣ The /ƛ/ of complete aspect endings vanishes when followed by a hardening ending. 
‣ Some softening suffixes are –°ił ‘indoors’, –°is ‘on beach’, –°ačiƛ ‘become’. 
‣ Some hardening suffixes are –!as ‘outdoors’, –!atḥ ‘person of’, –!aqsup ‘female of’. 
‣ Some hardening clitics are =!aƛ ‘now’, causative =!ap, passive =!at, command 

=!iˑ. Compare the article =ʔiˑ. 
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§18. Stem templates 

Some suffixes cause changes in their stem, including lengthening (L), shortening (S), 
and reduplication (R). These stem templates are always realized on the first one or two 
syllables of the stem. These are some common templatic suffixes, with examples. 

(62) suffix              stem plus suffix  

 L–(č)ił do to  ʔaya ʔaayačił* do to many 
 L–(č)iːł, L–(č)iˑł make  c ̌a̓pac* c ̌a̓apaciił* make canoe 
 LS–sa very, most  wiki̓it wiiki̓tsa* none at all 
 LS (ongoing)  wikiičiƛ* wiikičiƛ* becoming not 
 R–ku̓k look like  sup̓ic– susup̓icku̓k* sugar 
 R–sum, R–sim want, need  wik wiwiksum* not want any 
 RL–(ƛ)–L–(y)a (repetitive)  p̓a– p̓aaƛp̓aaya* give away gifts 

§19. Rounding 

For most speakers, the dorsal (tongue back) consonants k q x x̣ are typically round after 
/u uu/ and before another vowel. Conversely, round consonants lose their rounding 
before consonants, and at the ends of words. 

(63) kuuk packed lunch  B kuukʷiics, C kuukʷiic bring a lunch 
 łaakšiƛ please  łaakłaakʷa* pleading 
 ti̓qpiƛ sit on floor  ti̓qʷił sitting on floor 
 tuxšiƛ jump  tuuxtuuxʷa* jump repeatedly 
 muuxṣ̌iƛ* boil  mux̣̫ aa* boiling 

Exceptionally, in Q words where a vowel has deleted, rounding is found before 
consonants and finally. For example, ḥaʔukʷƛ* ‘retaliate’, łaakłaakʷ(a)* ‘pleading’. 

§20. Umlaut 

In B, /a aa/ becomes /e ee/ when separated from a following /i ii/ only by /ʔ/. 

(64) Examples of umlaut 

 stem   B C, N Q   

 tapiƛ get sick  teʔił taʔił taʔił  sick 
 c ̌a̓ʔak water  c ̌e̓ʔiis c ̌a̓ʔiic c ̌a̓ʔiic  drink water 
 ta̓n̓a child  ta̓n̓eʔi ta̓n̓aʔi ta̓n̓aʔ  the child 
 waa say  weeʔii. waaʔii. waaʔii.  Say it! 
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§21. Weak vowels 

Some vowels are weak in the sense that they sometimes shorten or disappear. Vowels 
that do not shorten or disappear are strong. This is an underlying property of vowels. 
That is, in actual pronunciation, any vowel is simply short or long. 

(65) Symbols for underlyingly short and long vowels4 

   short long 

 weak  V̆ Vˑ 
 strong  V̥ Vː 

Weak long vowels (Vˑ) shorten in third and later syllables, while strong long vowels 
(Vː) never shorten. Some Westcoast languages (Kyuquot-Checleseht, Ditidaht) also have 
weak and strong short vowels (V̆, V̥), but this is not important in most dialects. 

Weak long vowels shorten when they are pronounced in a third syllable or later. 

(66) Some weak long vowels 

 ending  short stem   long stem  

 /–naˑk/  muunaak have four  ʔaƛanak* have two 
 /–iˑqsu/  naniiqsu* grandparent  nananiqsu* grandparents 
 /–ckʷiˑ/  ʕapłckʷii fish jerky  ca̓waackʷi* from one 
 /–m̓uˑp/  łuučm̓uup sister  łułuučm̓up sisters 
 /=maˑ/  ƛułmaa.* It’s good.  m̓ałaama.* It’s cold. 
 /=ʔiˑš/  ƛułʔiiš.* It’s good.  m̓ałaaʔiš.* It’s cold. 

Strong long vowels never shorten. 

(67) Some strong long vowels 

 ending  short stem   long stem  

 /–(č)iːł/*  ʔuukʷiił* make  kʷaapiqiił* make coffee 
 /–cuːt/  hišcuut* both sides  ʔumʔaccuut* the mother’s side 
 /=suː/  wiksuu* you are not  ʕapaaksuu* you are willing 

‣ A rule of thumb—Short stem, long ending. Long stem, short ending. 

                                                 
4 The notations Vˑ, Vː for long vowels follow Rose 1981. The notations V̆, V̥ for short vowels are adapted 
from Swadesh and Swadesh 1933, where these symbols indicate epenthetic (“inorganic”) vowels and 
vowel deletion, respectively. Swadesh and Swadesh use Ṿ for strong (“permanent”) short vowels. 
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§22. Weak consonants 

Weak consonants are pronounced only in certain contexts. In dictionary forms, weak 
consonants are written in parentheses. Many endings begin in weak consonants, which 
are pronounced only after stems that end in vowels (a aa i ii u uu) or nasals (m n). 

(68) Some common endings with weak consonants 

 ending  after a vowel or nasal  after other consonant 

 /–(t)wii/*  ʔu–twii* first  yaq–wii first one 
 /–(č)iːł/*  tii–čiił make tea  kʷaapiq‑iił* make coffee 
 /=(m)aˑḥ/*  ʔukłaa=maḥ* my name is  huḥtak=aḥ* I know 
 /=(m)it/*  łałak̫̓ in=mit* pleaded  n̓ačuʔał=it* saw 
 /=(y)iː/*  qʷičłaa=yii* what it’s called  waasaƛ=ii* wherever it is 

§23. Negation 

The regular negator is wik ‘not’. It always precedes the predicate that it negates. 

(69) m̓iƛaa raining  wik m̓iƛaa not raining 
 ḥaw̓ił chief  wik ḥaw̓ił not a chief 
 qii long time  wik qii not a long time 

Some verbs are not negated by wik. Instead, they have irregular negative forms. 

(70) Verbs with irregular negative forms 

 dialect  positive   negative  

 Q  ʔuʔumḥ(a) can  wim̓aaqƛ cannot 
 N, C  ʔuʔumḥi can  wim̓aaqƛ cannot 
 B  čamuł can  wikłm̓aa cannot 
 Q  n̓aaca see  c ̌a̓n̓ii not see 
 N, C, B  n̓aacsa see  c ̌a̓n̓ii not see 
   naʔaa hear  wika̓ap not hear 
 Q  nanaʔ(a) understand  kukums not understand 
 N, C, B  nanaʔa understand  wiwika̓p not understand 
 Q  huḥtik know  hayimḥ(a) not know 
 N  huḥtik know  hayumḥi not know 
 C  huḥtak know  hayimḥi, hayumḥi not know 
 B  huḥtak know  hayaaʔak not know 
 C  kaapap like  wiipap dislike 
   ḥamup*, ḥamip* recognize  łačuuč recognize 
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